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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

On November 18, 2011, the Illinois Commerce Commission (“ICC” or “Commission”) 

Staff, the Illinois Power Agency (“IPA”), the Citizen Utility Board (“CUB”), the Illinois 

Attorney General (“AG”), and Nicor Gas (“Nicor”) each separately submitted 

comments to the ICC regarding the reasonableness of the rate of return that is 

embedded in Chicago Clean Energy’s (“CCE”) final draft sourcing agreement with two 

Illinois gas utilities (“Sourcing Agreement”).1   

The parties do not take issue with CCE’s requested $0.93/MMBtu equity capital 

recovery charge.  They all acknowledge that the return on equity (“ROE”) should take 

into account the risks being borne by CCE’s equity investor, as well the balance between 

rate protection, consumer savings, and developer incentives.  With one possible 

exception, the parties agree that the ICC should regulate the base equity rate of return 

and preserve CCE’s at-risk incentive return and sharing of savings with the consumers.  

The parties that identify a specific equity ROE cap all set that cap at a level leading to 

equity capital recovery charges higher than the $0.93/MMBtu proposed by CCE.  More 

specifically, several parties endorse the 9% base ROE recommended by the Illinois 

Power Agency (“IPA”), while the ICC Staff recommends a pre-tax accounting ROE of 

no more than 4.44%, consistent with Schedule 5.2A submitted by CCE to the ICC on 

November 10, 2011.  As explained in CCE’s Verified Comments, CCE’s proposed 

$0.93/MMBtu equity capital recovery charge is well below IPA’s proposed 9% base 

equity ROE figure.  Similarly, using CCE’s Cash Flow Model, which incorporates CCE’s 

current contract sale amounts, CCE’s requested equity recovery charge actually would 

result in a 4.23% pre-tax accounting ROE, lower than what was implied in CCE’s 

November 10 version of Schedule 5.2A, and lower than Staff’s recommendation.  Thus, 

despite the fact that CCE’s project is riskier than a regulated utility, not less risky as 

suggested in some of the comments, the equity capital recovery charge proposed by 

CCE is as low, or lower, than that implied by any other party. 

                                                 

1  Substitute Natural Gas Purchase and Sale Agreement, October 11, 2011. 
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The remainder of this Response Report responds to the other parties’ comments in more 

detail. 

RESPONSES TO PARTIES’ COMMENTS 

CCE’s Requested $0.93/MMBtu To Recover Its Equity Capital Remains Unchallenged 

In determining the return on equity, the ICC is required by the Public Utilities Act 

(“Act”) to: 

“select a commercially reasonable return on equity taking into account the return 

on equity being received by developers of similar facilities in or outside of 

Illinois, the need to balance an incentive for clean-coal technology with the need 

to protect ratepayers from high gas prices, the risks being borne by the clean coal 

SNG brownfield facility in the final draft sourcing agreement, and any other 

information that the Commission may deem relevant”2 

All of the comments submitted to the ICC on November 18, 2011 acknowledge these 

criteria.  Although different parties emphasize different portions of the reasonableness 

criteria, it is worth noting for the record that: (1) CCE’s requested $0.93/MMBtu equity 

capital recovery charge remains unchallenged; and (2) the parties generally agree with 

the methodology and analysis in the QSI Report3, and cite the QSI Report as support for 

their comments. 

Additionally, the Commission should recognize that the capital charge and the 

operations and maintenance (“O&M”) charges will be at the middle to low end of the 

range that the Capital Development Board (“CDB”) has identified as being reasonable.  

Pursuant to the Act, CCE has sought approval for an all-in project capital cost of 

$2,938 million (excluding CCE’s $150 million initial funding of the consumer protection 

reserve account (“CPRA”)), and the all-in initial project O&M cost of $2.00/MMBtu as of 

                                                 

2  220 ILCS 5/9-220(h-3)(1)(B), emphasis added. 

3  Analysis of Return on Equity per Section 9-220(h-3)(1)(B) of Public Act 97-96, October 12, 2011, 

Prepared for Illinois Power Agency, QSI Consulting, Inc. 
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September 2011.4  Based on these estimates and the Sourcing Agreement, on November 

20, 2011 CCE requested the ICC’s approval of an equity capital recovery rate of 

$0.93/MMBtu.5   

The CDB’s range of reasonable estimates for all-in capital costs spanned from a low of 

$2,508 million to a high of $3,422 million.6  This places CCE’s all-in plants costs of $2,938 

million in the middle end of the CDB’s range.  Similarly, CDB’s estimates of operations 

and maintenance costs of between $74 and $111 million places CCE’s request for $84 

million at the low end of the range.  Converting this into a cost per MMBtu, the range 

for the CDB is $1.79/MMBtu to $2.68/MMBtu.  Again, CCE’s request for $2.00/MMBtu is 

at the low end of this range.   

 

CCE’s Project Should not be Regulated on the Overall Rate of Return 

The structure of the Sourcing Agreement appropriately allows the ICC to establish the 

base equity return while at the same time providing incentives to the project developer 

to earn its at-risk equity rate of return.  Exhibit C to CCE’s Verified Comments estimates 

that the risk-adjusted probability-weighted after-tax equity IRR to CCE’s equity 

investor is [REDACTED] ranging from below 0 to about [REDACTED], and concludes 

that the overall expected return is reasonable.  Exhibit D to CCE’s Verified Comments 

further decomposes the expected return into a base and an at-risk equity return,7 and 

                                                 

4  Capital Development Board Report, November 10, 2011.  The O&M cost is subject to inflation 

adjustment as per a pre-approved specific composite index. 

5  Chicago Clean Energy Cost Submission, November 10, 2011, Exhibit 5.2A. 

6  Chicago Clean Energy, LLC SNG Plant Facility Range of Costs, October 31, 2011, Prepared by 

Professional Engineers Collaborative, LLC and Capital Development Board Executive Summary, 

November 10th, 2011. 

7  It should be pointed out that the characterization of the CCE’s equity as a convertible security, 

while useful, is not completely accurate.  Unlike a convertible security in the middle of straight 

debt and straight equity, CCE’s equity is the ultimate residual claimant of the project’s success or 

failure through stages of the investment.   
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demonstrates that the Sourcing Agreement reaches an appropriate balance between rate 

protection, consumer savings, and developer incentive.  That the overall IRR has the 

potential for a wide range does not mean that the Commission should set a target or cap 

the overall equity rate of return.8   

There is general agreement among all parties to the proceeding that the Commission 

should set the base equity rate of return.  Practically, the range of potential overall 

returns depends on a number of factors, many of which are outside of CCE’s control.  In 

the words of the ICC Staff, the overall rate of return is “highly speculative.”9  As 

acknowledged explicitly in the ICC Staff’s submission (p. 2), quoting the requirements 

of the Act, “establishing a commercially reasonable Base ROE would ‘balance an 

incentive for clean coal-technology with the need to protect ratepayers from high gas 

prices…’” (emphasis added).  Moreover, given the low capital and O&M costs for the 

project (see above), and the low base ROE (see below) of the Sourcing Agreement, it 

seems particularly inappropriate to cap the overall equity return.  Moreover, because of 

the structure of the Act, greater consumer savings will result from CCE’s achieving a 

higher overall rate of return.  This is an appropriate regulatory framework for an 

innovative, but capital-intensive project like CCE’s SNG plant. 

 

                                                 

8  Without advocating a particular rate of return or a specific methodology, Nicor’s Comments at 

p. 2 requests that the ICC “keep in mind” the expected overall rate of return on equity when 

evaluating CCE’s return on equity. 

9  ICC Staff Report at p. 1. 
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CCE’s Base Equity Rate Of Return Is Consistent With The ICC Staff Recommendation 

Following the analysis of its outside expert QSI, the IPA recommends a 9% base rate of 

return in its November 10 report.  To varying degrees, the AG, CUB, and Nicor endorse 

IPA’s recommendation in their comments.10  The ICC Staff takes a slightly different 

approach, and recommends an accounting “base ROE” no more than 4.44%.  This 

maximum base ROE is derived as follows: 

  

=  = . 

Essentially, ICC Staff’s recommendation is set forth as an accounting return on equity 

based upon the figures set forth in the version of Schedule 5.2A that was submitted by 

CCE to the ICC on November 10, 2011.  As shown in Exhibit D to CCE’s November 18 

Verified Comments, in Figure A-2, CCE’s pre-tax base internal rate of return (“IRR”) is 

merely 2.1%.11  CCE’s figure is the discount rate that equates the present value of equity 

outflows (construction costs) and inflows (capital charges).  In other words, at the 

$0.93/MMBtu equity recovery rate and CCE’s current 40.152 million MMBtu contract 

sales of substitute natural gas (“SNG”), CCE is expected to recover its equity capital and 

earn a 2.1% return on equity. 

Despite the apparent difference, CCE’s 2.1% pre-tax base IRR is consistent with the ICC 

Staff’s 4.44% pre-tax ROE, as shown in Table R-1 below.  The first column is based on 

the CCE financial model.  The 2.1% IRR is based on the actual contract sale of 40.152 

                                                 

10  Although AG requests (p. 4) a base equity rate that “should be significantly below the returns 

normally seen in general rate of return regulation for electric and gas utilities,” it does not 

explicitly endorse any return.  More general, AG (p. 2) agrees generally with “the methodology 

and analysis in the QSI report.” 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
11   CCE Addendum, November 9, 2011, at Figure A-2. 
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million MMBtu, and an equity contribution of [REDACTED] million, which is the 

expected total CCE equity contribution of [REDACTED] million less $150 million CPRA 

funding.  The ICC Staff’s calculation is repeated in the last column.  The equity ratio 

30% is based on CCE’s submission to the ICC on November 10, 2011 (Schedule 5.2A), 

and is used for calculating the debt portion and equity portion capital recovery rates. 

Table R-1.  ROEs and IRR 

 

Using the amount of equity as defined in Exhibit C to CCE’s Verified Comments, since 

CCE’s current Sourcing Agreement only provides for SNG sales of 40.152 million 

MMBtu (rather than the 42.065 million MMBtu used in Staff’s calculation), the pre-tax 

accounting ROE will be only 4.23% (= $0.93 × 40.152 / 881.5), below the 4.44% upper 

bound recommended by the ICC Staff.  It should be noted that CCE’s requests for 

capital and O&M costs are all in the middle to lower end of the range of the reasonable 

estimates endorsed by the CDB, and CCE’s requested base equity return is significantly 

lower than the cap endorsed by the IPA.  Had CCE requested higher capital or O&M 

costs or a higher base equity return from the ICC, as demonstrated in Exhibit D to 

CCE’s Verified Comments, CCE’s equity investor would earn a higher overall equity 

rate of return, while simultaneously reducing consumers’ savings.   
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As reflected in the following modified version of CCE’s Schedule 5.2A, the ICC Staff’s 

recommended 4.44% pre-tax accounting ROE, corresponds to CCE’s proposed 

$0.93/MMBtu base equity charge, the requested base rate of return, which consists of the 

base equity charge plus the base debt charge, would be 4.97/MMBtu (= 0.93/MMBtu + 

4.04/MMBtu).   

SCHEDULE 5.2A 

 

FORMULA FOR ADJUSTMENT OF CAPITAL COMPONENT 

 

                               

(A) ICC-Approved Capital Costs ($)1 2,938,225,690  2,938,225,690  

(B) Base Case Interest Rate (%) 7.25% 7.25% 

(C) Base Case Debt Percentage (%) 70% 70% 

(D) Base Case Debt Amount ($) = A x C 2,056,757,983  2,056,757,983  

(E) Base Case Debt Term (Years) 30 30 

(F) Base Case Cost of Debt ($/year) = 169,928,561 169,928,561 

 Levelized amortization based on B, D, E   

(G) Maximum Annual Contract Quantity (MMBtu)2 42,064,500  42,064,500  

(H) Base Case Cost of Debt ($/MMBtu) = F / G 4.04 4.04 

(I) Base Case Equity Amount ($) =  A x (1 - C) 881,467,707 881,467,707 

(J) ICC-Approved Base Rate of Return (%) 4.44% 4.44% 

(K) ICC-Approved Rate of Return ($/MMBtu) = I x J / G 0.93 0.93 

(L) Base Case Capital Recovery Charge ($/MMBtu) = H + K 4.97 4.97 

(M) Actual Interest Rate (%)   6.00% 

(N) Actual Cost of Debt ($/year) =   149,421,229  
 Levelized amortization based on D, E, M    
(O) Actual Cost of Debt ($/MMBtu) = N / G   3.55 

(P) ICC-Approved Capital Recovery Charge ($/MMBtu) = K + O   4.48 

    
    

  Filled in by ICC 

  Calculated 

    

1) Capital Costs do not include CPR Commitment Amount 
2) Calculated based on 43,500,000,000 scf multiplied by the SNG heating value of 967 Btu/scf 
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CCE’s Project Is Riskier Than A Typical Regulated Utility Project 

Comments from AG, CUB, and Nicor expressed the view that, because of certain 

provisions in the Act, CCE’s gasification plant is less risky than the typical regulated 

utility project.12  While this discussion is not central to the Commission’s determination 

of the appropriate return on equity, the Commission should be aware that this view is 

mistaken, for several reasons. 

First, AG, CUB and Nicor completely ignore the substantial pre-completion risks, such 

as development and construction cost overrun risks that the CCE project faces.13  These 

risks distinguish CCE from a regulated utility in that CCE is solely responsible for the 

development cost if the project fails to reach commercial operation, and is solely 

responsible for the cost overrun risk if the actual cost exceeds (a more likely outcome 

than cost underruns) the CDB-endorsed $2,938 million.   

Second, AG, CUB and Nicor also ignore the plant’s post-completion risks of 

underperformance and market price variability.  As shown in Exhibits C and D to 

CCE’s Verified Comments, CCE’s base equity IRR is only 2.1% (or 4.23% for the base 

ROE), leaving a substantial portion of its return at risk.  As ICC Staff reasoned, CCE’s 

expected cost of debt is 7.25%, much higher than the 4.23% Base ROE.  Even this 2.1% 

base return is not without risk – CCE only receives payment for output rendered and 

only if the project is successfully developed and constructed.  To achieve higher returns, 

CCE must: (a) produce and sell SNG at a cost that is below the market price of natural 

gas; (b) maximize the efficiency and output of SNG from the facility; and (c) maximize 

the output and profits associated with additional incremental production of the various 

ancillary products.  Returns to CCE’s equity investor are, therefore, significantly riskier 

than those of a regulated utility. 

Third, several of the contract features highlighted by AG, CUB and Nicor (e.g., a 30-year 

Sourcing Agreement results in known, secured, and guaranteed customer base and 

                                                 

12  See, e.g., CUB Submission at p. 3, AG Submission at pp. 2 - 4, and Nicor Submission at p.2. 

13   These risks are discussed in Section IV of Attachment C to CCE’s Submission.   
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revenue stream for thirty years) are necessary to facilitate the private long-term funding 

of the CCE project.  It is a key component of CCE’s business model to attract and 

incentivize private debt and equity capital to develop clean technology that a regulated 

utility fails to do.  The AG’s claim that “a general force majeure section that excuses the 

SNG Facility from performance under certain circumstances” grossly exaggerates the 

benefit to CCE: the clause merely serves to prevent the Sourcing Agreement from being 

terminated pending the alleviation of the force majeure, but does nothing to make the 

owner whole on lost revenue.  In this regard, the revenue stream from the CCE project 

is more at risk than a utility that continues to receive demand charge payments, even 

when its system is interrupted due to a force majeure event.  Nicor further claims that 

CCE is less risky than a regulated utility because CCE receives pre-approval for its 

capital and O&M cost requests and automatic inflation adjustment for the O&M, 

therefore CCE is not subject to regulated utilities’ ex-post prudency review risks.  Nicor 

fails to mention that CCE was at risk that its estimate would be above the levels that the 

CDB defined as being “reasonable,” and that CCE will be solely responsible for the cost 

overruns if its actual capital and O&M costs exceed those estimated three and half years 

before the start of the construction, or if the actual inflation is higher than pre-specified 

escalation factor.  Further, as noted above, CCE’s cost estimates were at the middle to 

low end of what the CDB determined would be reasonable. 

Finally, AG, CUB and Nicor ignore the way in which the contract and the Act provide 

that benefits are shared by consumers and CCE when the project delivers higher 

returns.  When the project is successful in producing SNG at a price that is below the 

market price of natural gas, the reward is shared evenly between consumers and the 

developer, aligning the interest of consumers with that of the developer in a way that 

even progressive performance-based rates do not replicate in the regulated utility 

model.   

Overall, CCE faces greater risks in developing the project than a typical regulated 

utility, as summarized in Table R-2 below. 
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Table R-2.  Comparison of Risks 

Typical Regulated Utility CCE Project

Development Risk

Construction Risk

Operational Risk

Market Risk

Dependent on adjustment-

clause mechanisms

Consumer Savings None guaranteed

Guaranteed $100 million over 

the length of the contract

Incentives Utility- and situation-specific Revenue sharing mechanism

Subject to prudence review 

and “used and useful” concept CCE equity investor solely 

bears the risk

 

 

CCE’s requested $0.93/MMBTU base return on equity request is commercially 

reasonable.  Its equity rate of return, and its composition of base and at-risk returns 

meet the criteria established by the Act and required for the ICC’s approval.   




